Abstract. Generalizing a classical Euclidean theorem for the circle, certain meromorphic functions on P, relating to the geometry of algebraic plane curves are shown to be constant. Differentiated twice, this gives a new proof of the Reiss relation and its converse. The relation of these functions to Abel's Theorem is discussed, and a generalization of secant functions to space curves is given, for which the Chow form arises in a natural way.
1. Introduction-secants of the circle. The purpose of this note is to introduce certain new functions of a variable linear space called secant functions which appear to be useful in studying the geometry of projective varieties. One application is a particularly nice proof of the converse of the Reiss relation for plane curves in §4 (see [2] for another proof). We also hope that they will be useful in studying space curves when combined with Cayley's equations for the Chow variety of space curves (see [1] ) as indicated in §5, and that they may shed light on questions related to Abel's Theorem, as indicated in §3.
A good illustration of secant functions is the following new proof of an extremely old theorem. Let C be a circle and P an exterior point. Let L(w) be the line through P having slope m and meeting C in points Qxim) and Q2im). Then We want to show that u is constant. Work over the complex numbers, so that m E CP, = the pencil of lines through P; since j>,(m) = mx¡(m), we have
Now u(m) is regular at m except when (x¡(m), y¡im)) is one of the points at infinity of C. For circles, these occur when m = ±i and give x¡(m) a simple pole. These are cancelled by the zeros of m2 + 1, so that « is a regular function at all points of P, and, hence,
Somewhat more generally, if P = (a, b) and
then u is constant in m and vanishes (to order 2) if and only if P E C. Thus, (1.6) uiP,m) = constant ■ gip)
where C = {gix, y) = 0). Note that the secant function u gives a way of explicitly reconstructing C from information about how C meets a variable line.
2. Secant functions for plane curves. Let C = {Giz0, zx, z2) = 0), deg G = d, be a plane curve. We generalize from using a pencil of lines, as in the last section, to a pencil of curves Px + mP2 of degree k, and from the line at infinity to a curve F of degree /. Let This also follows from a reciprocity formula of Weil (cf. [3, p. 242] ). If we take F = z0, Px = z2 -bz0 and P2 = az0 -zx, then by (2.4),
and by (2.6), by the same argument as for (1.6), where g(x, y) is the affinization of G(z0, z" z2).
3. Abel's Theorem. The relation between secant functions and Abel's Theorem is simplest in the case of a triangle, i.e. three lines Lx, L2, L3 in general position in P2. A plane curve C of degree d meets each side of the triangle in d points. Given 3d points on a triangle, d on each side, the problem addressed by Abel's Theorem is under what conditions are they a complete intersection, i.e. the intersection of the triangle with a plane curve of degree dl Abel's Theorem for a Triangle (see [2] ). There is exactly one relation necessary and sufficient for 3d points on a triangle, d on each side, to be a complete intersection.
Proof. Take L3 to be the line of infinity, and L, and L2 the x and y axes. From knowing the d points of C • L3, we know mx,...,md and thus can commute u(0) and m(oo) for the secant function u of C relative to the curve L3 and the pencil Lx + mL2. The relation
is clearly necessary if we are to have a complete intersection. Conversely, by (2.10), we can compute what should be the restrictions of G to L,, L2 and L3 up to multiplication by unknown constants cx, c2, c3, respectively, by using the secant functions for pencils of Unes whose base point lies on the triangle. The necessary condition (3.1) says that we can adjust the constants cx, c2, c3 so that the functions agree at the three vertices. Thus we obtain, in a fairly explicit way, a section GEH°{LX U L2U L3,6(d)) whose divisor is the 3d given points. From the exact sequence The secant function u may be calculated from the data of C and Qx,..-,Qdk. The problem of recovering/from u has a certain formal analogy to the Radon transform, for if we take logarithms then ¿ log u is the "average" of log / over lines. The function u is defined whether/exists or not, and not every function on lines is of the form \lPeL.cf(P)-It would be interesting to see how the conditions on Qx,.. .,Qdk that arise in this way relate to those of Abel's Theorem. There is a startling converse to the Reiss relation (see [3] ). where Fc and Fc are the Chow forms of C and C0, respectively. Formula (5.9) may be used in the following way. Let Lf be a hyperplane in P3 and let WH = {Unes LEP3\LEH) E G(2,4). Then (2) Check whether the constants can be adjusted so that we obtain a candidate for 
